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In structure-based screens for new ligands, a molecular docking algorithm must rapidly score many molecules
in multiple configurations, accounting for both the ligand’s interactions with receptor and its competing
interactions with solvent. Here we explore a context-dependent ligand desolvation scoring term for molecular
docking. We relate the Generalized-Born effective Born radii for every ligand atom to a fractional desolvation
and then use this fraction to scale an atom-by-atom decomposition of the full transfer free energy. The
fractional desolvation is precomputed on a scoring grid by numerically integrating over the volume of receptor
proximal to a ligand atom, weighted by distance. To test this method’s performance, we dock ligands versus
property-matched decoys over 40 DUD targets. Context-dependent desolvation better enriches ligands
compared to both the raw full transfer free energy penalty and compared to ignoring desolvation altogether,
though the improvement is modest. More compellingly, the new method improves docking performance
across receptor types. Thus, whereas entirely ignoring desolvation works best for charged sites and
overpenalizing with full desolvation works well for neutral sites, the physically more correct context-dependent
ligand desolvation is competitive across both types of targets. The method also reliably discriminates ligands
from highly charged molecules, where ignoring desolvation performs poorly. Since this context-dependent
ligand desolvation may be precalculated, it improves docking reliability with minimal cost to calculation
time and may be readily incorporated into any physics-based docking program.

INTRODUCTION

Molecular docking is widely used to computationally
screen large chemical libraries for small molecules that
complement receptors of known structure.1-4 Complemen-
tarity and ranking are calculated by a scoring function that
is either based on empirically fit descriptors,5-9 knowledge-
based potential functions,10-12 or physics-based terms.13-17

Physics-based scoring functions borrow forcefield derived
terms, such as van der Waals (vdW) and electrostatics, to
calculate the protein-ligand interaction energy.18,19 More
problematic has been the representation of bulk water, which
solvates the unbound ligand and protein and differentially
solvates the protein-ligand complex. Proper treatment of
this net desolvation is essential, especially in polar or charged
systems. This is because a large desolvation penalty opposes
a large electrostatic interaction energy, while the much
smaller net difference has a strong influence on binding
affinity.20-22

Desolvation is often subdivided into a polar electrostatic
component and a nonpolar component due to dispersion,
hydrophobicity, and cavitation.23 At a higher level of theory,
when more computational power is available to analyze each
ligand pose, molecular mechanics combined with General-
ized-Born (GB) or Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory cor-
relates to experimental solvation and occasionally even to
binding affinities.24-29 However, these methods remain at
least 5 orders of magnitude slower than docking, which
routinely screens more than 106 molecules, each in 103-105

configurations, highlighting the need for desolvation methods
fast enough to be relevant to docking.30

Early docking methods neglected desolvation entirely and
thus favored large and highly charged molecules, since extra
size and polarity increase the interaction energy without a
compensating penalty for desolvation.31 To remedy these
problems without sacrificing speed, different approximations
of desolvation have been investigated. A common approach
estimates the desolvation penalty as proportional to the
solvent-accessible surface area scaled by atomic solvation
parameters.11,32-34 Whereas surface area is often approxi-
mated to be proportional to the nonpolar component of
desolvation, it fails to capture the electrostatic component
properly. An alternative to surface area is provided by
volume-based Gaussian envelopes,35,36 though these methods
are only loosely related to electrostatics. In a recent effort
to capture desolvation empirically, 1179 adjustable solvation
parameters were fit to three different levels of potentials of
mean force, where two levels were unique to every pair of
17 atom types.37 Although well explored, both the variability
in these atom-type approaches and the increasing number
of parameters reflect the difficulty in representing the
underlying physical terms. Another empirical approach
approximates desolvation penalties based on displacement
of ordered waters in the binding site,8,38-40 though calculat-
ing the energetic cost or advantage of such displacement
remains an area of active research.

The challenge of using physics-based desolvation in
docking stems from the difficulties in calculating the energies
accurately enough to balance what are often large magnitude
terms and doing so fast enough to be relevant. Thus other
investigators have tried decomposing the electrostatics of
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ligand binding into components arising from partial ligand
desolvation, partial receptor desolvation, and screened
protein-ligand interactions. A faster implicit solvent model
was recently generated by combining the Lorentz-Debye-
Sack theory with a first-shell approximation, using the
fraction of solvent-accessible surface area to scale empirical
covalent radii.41 Though promising, this method has a
nonlinear relationship with what are thought to be more
accurate Poisson-Boltzmann energies, and its performance
in docking screens remains to be fully explored. Majeux et
al. estimate both ligand and receptor desolvation for frag-
ments by combining the Coulomb field approximation with
a first-shell approximation, using empirical scaling to reduce
the impact of those approximations.42 Interestingly they also
use grid-based numerical integration over volume elements,
but for flexible ligands this has been slow as it requires a
new ligand desolvation grid for each conformation.

In prior desolvation methods from our group43 we modeled
bound ligand as fully desolvated, approximating the ligand
desolvation penalty as the full transfer free energy from high-
to-low dielectric computed by the AMSOL program.44

Whereas this removes the bias toward highly charged
molecules, the magnitude of the desolvation penalty is often
overestimated, being ideal only when the ligand is completely
surrounded by the protein so that it resembles being fully
immersed in organic solvent. A preferable idea would be to
scale the full desolvation contribution of each atom, pro-
portional to how much it is embedded in the low-dielectric
medium (i.e., protein). This scaling factor is offered by
Generalized-Born theory, where each atom has an effective
Born radius that encapsulates geometric, context-dependent
information about that atoms relative desolvation.45 We begin
by relating the GB effective Born radii for every ligand atom
to a fractional desolvation and then use this fraction to scale
an atom-by-atom decomposition of the full transfer free
energy. To make this fast enough for docking, we precom-
pute the fractional desolvation on a regular lattice grid for
positions in the protein binding site. Correspondingly, we
precalculate the atom-by-atom transfer free energy for each
molecule in the docking library. This results in a rapid
context-dependent ligand desolvation model for molecular
docking.

The exact representation of the dielectric boundary can
have more influence on the results than the difference
between GB and PB,46 but its explicit incorporation into
molecular docking would be prohibitively expensive.27 We
therefore investigated a treatment of the local solvent-
excluded volume (SEV) that captures the first-shell effects
of solvent exclusion yet can be precalculated. This context-
dependent desolvation term approaches the full transfer free
energy as the ligand becomes fully engulfed in protein and
approaches the exact GB energy in the limit of a single ligand
atom. While these are attractive theoretical properties, we
needed to investigate if we can balance desolvation and
interaction energy accurately enough to allow for enrichment
of ligands in docking screens. Thus we measured the virtual
screening performance of several ligand desolvation ap-
proximations on the 40 DUD benchmarking targets against
their property-matched decoys, in an effort to reduce back-
ground database bias.47 To protect against database extrema,
we also screened the ligands against highly charged mol-
ecules pulled from the free ZINC database.48 To better

account for early enrichment when measuring virtual screen-
ing performance, we introduce a new LogAUC metric. We
finally investigate screening performance in two model
binding sites against experimentally confirmed, as opposed
to presumed, decoys.43,49

METHODS

Fractional Ligand Desolvation Scoring Term. In GB
theory,45 the effective Born radius Ri of a given atom can
be expressed in terms of the normal atomic radii ai and a
volume integral over all low dielectric space outside the atom
itself, where the contribution of each occupied volume
element dV diminishes with the distance r between it and
atom i as follows

A simple rearrangement allows us to express the fractional
desolvation Di in terms of the volume integral

Checking boundary cases, when Ri approaches ai then Di

goes to 0 indicating the atom is completely surrounded by
solvent, and conversely as Ri approaches ∞ then Di goes to
1 indicating complete desolvation. We can numerically
integrate to find the fractional desolvation by constructing a
three-dimensional grid and using the equation

where dV is the volume of one grid element, and the
summation runs over grid points inside the low dielectric
region (Figure 1A).

To approximate ligand desolvation we previously assumed
that the ligand becomes fully desolvated in the protein
binding site,31,43 thus treating the desolvation penalty as the
full transfer free energy from high-dielectric solvent to low-
dielectric protein, as computed by AMSOL.44 However, if
we partition this full transfer free energy to the individual
ligand atoms, obtaining ∆Gi

trans, then we can multiply by
the fractional desolvation Di of each ligand atom to estimate
the total ligand desolvation penalty as

This is an attractive way to account for ligand desolvation
during molecular docking since the atomic desolvation
penalties may be precomputed, as can the fractional desol-
vation at any position in the binding site. During docking
all that is required is multiplying the atomic transfer free
energies by the fractional desolvation interpolated from the
precalculated scoring grid.

Fractional Ligand Desolvation Implementation. When
the ligand and protein low-dielectric volumes do not overlap
substantially, we can decompose the fractional desolvation
into ligand, receptor, and solvent-excluded volume (SEV)
components. We can readily precalculate the receptor com-

1
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ponent and use a first-shell approximation to precalculate
the SEV component. Admittedly, the portion of any ligand
atom’s desolvation that depends on the position of other
ligand atoms remains expensive to compute, because it varies
between ligand conformations. When we multiply fractional
desolvation by atomic transfer free energy (eq 4), we
therefore neglect the ligand component. This can lead to
errors in some circumstances, but since this term is included
in the AMSOL-derived44 transfer free energies, expressing
desolvation as a percentage of the initial transfer free energy
partly compensates for this deficit (Table SI6 gives an atom-
by-atom estimate of this error for one challenging molecule).
With these approximations, the fractional desolvation at every
point depends only on the geometry of the receptor and can
be precalculated.

We initially used the dielectric boundary of the receptor
alone to compute the fractional desolvation grid. However,
solvation energies can strongly depend on the dielectric
boundary, even more than the exact type of implicit solvation
model used.46 The ideal dielectric boundary for ligand
desolvation is the molecular surface of the protein-ligand
complex, but calculating this on-the-fly at the time of docking
would be prohibitive, so we investigated a faster method.
Upon ligand binding, a solvent-excluded volume, or gap,
forms between the ligand and receptor where even a single
water molecule cannot fit (Figure 1B). This SEV affects the
fractional desolvation of the ligand but generally depends
on the pose of the ligand in the protein which is not known
until the ligand is docked. To enable fractional desolvation

precalculation, we assume for each ligand atom that we can
independently account for the SEV due to it alone (gray
region) while neglecting the SEV due to other atoms in the
ligand (darker blue region). With this atomic SEV correction,
our method reproduces the exact Generalized-Born energy
in the limiting case of single ligand atom. But even for
molecules, neglecting distal excluded volume elements has
only a modest effect since this term decays at 1/r4.

The numerical integration of the fractional desolvation is
encoded in a DOCK accessory program sevsolv. Precom-
puting the atomic SEV correction involves recalculating the
molecular surface for each ligand atom position in the grid
and then numerically integrating using that new surface. The
program computes the receptor molecular surface using the
inkblot algorithm,50 which generates evenly spaced points
on a sphere at the solvent-accessible surface (SAS) distance
(vdW + probe radius) using the golden section spiral algo-
rithm, before removing inaccessible surface points inside
other receptor atoms. The grid inside the SAS is tentatively
assigned to low-dielectric, and then a water probe is placed
at each accessible SAS point and the region inside each probe
is reassigned back to high-dielectric. This effectively blots
back to the molecular surface starting from the accessible
SAS points. For the atomic SEV we keep track of how many
receptor accessible SAS points are marking each grid point
as solvent accessible, then for each grid position the ligand
atom is placed there, and a cubing algorithm finds all newly
inaccessible receptor surface points. If none are found, then
this ligand atom position is either completely surrounded by

Figure 1. Volume-based desolvation implementation: A) Illustration of fractional desolvation numerical integration scheme: ai ) radius of
ligand atom i, rik ) distance from ligand atom i to volume element k. B) Incorporating solvent-excluded volume: At close distance a
solvent-excluded volume (SEV) forms between protein (green) and ligand (yellow) where water probes (light blue) are unable to fit. We
propose precalculating the atomic SEV region (gray) while neglecting the neighboring SEV region (darker blue). C) Fractional desolvation
plotted versus the distance inside (+X) or outside (-X) an idealized solid low-dielectric slab: Atomic SEV method (cyan) plotted versus
using only the receptor’s molecular surface (red).
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solvent or completely buried in protein, and there is no
atomic SEV correction. Otherwise, we find the ligand’s
accessible SAS points and increment the marks of the grid
points within a probe radius. For the newly inaccessible
receptor SAS points we decrement the marks of grid points
within probe radius and make the grid point low-dielectric
if no marks remain to cover it. Finally, we blot the region
inside the ligand vdW as low-dielectric and compute the
numerical integral over this new SEV surface. The current
implementation takes under half an hour to generate the
atomic SEV desolvation grid on a single 2008 CPU core for
any of the 40 targets in DUD.

Here we use a 1.4 Å water probe radius and 1000 SAS
points per atom. The integration cutoff is 10 Å with a grid
resolution of 0.5 Å. These choices were made as a compro-
mise between speed and accuracy; the cost of the calculation
rises as the third power of each of these terms. Since the
cost of precalculating the desolvation grid is only paid once,
before docking, should one want more accuracy it is
available. For instance, for a probe atom buried in a 48 Å
cubesa case where one might see maximal effects of
truncationsthe desolvation penalty changed by 3% in going
from 0.5 Å to 0.33 Å resolution, and by an additional 1% to
going to 0.167 Å resolution. Correspondingly, the penalty
changed by 6% in going from a 10 Å to a 20 Å cutoff (Figure
SI4). The input radii were set to 1.6, 1.65, 1.9, 1.9, 1.9, 0,
and 1.6 Å for O, N, C, S, P, H, and other protein atoms,
respectively. Unless noted otherwise, the assumed Born
radius for all ligand atoms is 1.4 Å, a value intermediate
between hydrogens and heavy atoms, and was chosen to
enable one fractional desolvation grid to be used for all ligand
atoms during docking; other implementations may be
imagined where different desolvation grids are precalculated
for each ligand atom type.

Similarly, the atom-by-atom partitioning of the transfer
free energy can be precalculated and stored in the ligand
database prior to docking. Here we further assume that the
atomic transfer free energies are similar between all ligand
conformers. This assumption could have a substantial effect
on overall solvation energies for highly flexible or charged
molecules; this is an area of ongoing research. To compute
atom-by-atom transfer free energies we perform two AMSOL
calculations using the SM5.42R solvation model with the
semiempirical AM1 Hamiltonian,44 subtracting the results
in water from those in hexadecane (dielectric ) 2.06). From
this procedure we obtain separate polar and nonpolar atomic
transfer free energies, and the DOCK accessory mol2db
stores them into the input flexibase51 as found in ZINC.48

We add this ligand desolvation scoring term to DOCK
3.5.54, resulting in the following scoring function

where the vdW term is based on the AMBER united-atom
force field,52 and the electrostatics term is based on PB
calculations by DELPHI,50 as described previously.13 The
fractional desolvation is trilinearly interpolated from the
precomputed desolvation scoring grid for each ligand atom
position and multiplied by the polar and nonpolar desolvation
terms read from the ligand flexibase.

DUD Database Docking. To reduce enrichment bias and
focus on the screening performance of molecular docking

itself, the DUD benchmarking set property-matches decoys
to known ligands.47 In using the 40 DUD targets to examine
enrichment performance of ligand desolvation methods, we
found that we had to property-match ligands and decoys on
net formal charge, a term which was originally neglected.
Without net charge, the original DUD decoys were much
more neutral than the ligands (Figure 2). To overcome this
deficit we recalculated DUD, matching the original ligands
to new computational decoys. We property-matched on the
original five physical terms plus net molecular charge,
creating an automated procedure that may be applied to any
user specified set of ligands (M.M.M. and John J. Irwin,
unpublished results).

The ligands and decoy sets of this charge-matched DUD
database were built into input dockable flexibases by an
updated ZINC48 procedure. To remove input structure bias,
the molecules were converted to smiles by Openeye’s
OEChem library,53 stereochemically enumerated and built
into 3-D structures by Molecular Networks’ Corina,54 pro-
tonated and tautomerized by Schrödinger’s Ligprep,55 and
then run through two AMSOL44 calculations to generate
partial charges and atomic desolvation contributions as
mentioned previously. Corina54 was run again to generate
aliphatic ring puckers, and each ring is selected in turn to
serve as the starting rigid fragment for conformational
enumeration by Openeye’s Omega.56 The conformational
ensemble and atomic desolvation were combined by
mol2db51 to generate the input docking hierarchies.

Input parameters for docking and grid generation were as
described previously,47 except as noted. We preferentially
used the semiautomated preparation of the receptor for the
13 targets where it was available. The bump limit was set to
allow up to one steric clash, with a DISTMAP grid resolution
of 0.333 Å. We performed 50 steps of simplex minimization
for the best initial pose. In the electrostatic potential map
calculations using DELPHI,50 the exterior and interior
dielectrics were set to 78.5 and 2.06, respectively, while the
salt concentration was 0.145 M and the ion exclusion radius
was 2 Å.

LogAUC Virtual Screening Metric. Virtual screening
performance is typically evaluated using enrichment or

Escore ) EVdW + Eelec + ∆GdesolV
L (5)

Figure 2. DUD charge distribution: Percentage of new and original
DUD molecules that have each given net charge. Over 40% of new
and original ligands are charged, but only 15% of the original
decoys are, while the new decoys closely match the charge dis-
tribution of the ligands.
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receiver operator characteristic (ROC) plots,57 which measure
the prioritization of annotated ligands versus known or
presumed decoys among the highest ranking molecules.
Often one wishes to overweight molecules that rank among
the very top of the “hit-list”, as these are the ones most likely
to be tested for activity in an actual prospective experiment.
Several approaches have been introduced to do so;58,59 here
we adopt a variation of the standard ROC plot that, rather
than plotting percentage of decoys found vs percentage of
annotated ligands, plots the log10 of the decoys found on
the x-axis, which preferentially weights early enrichment.

The area under the curve (AUC) is a well-regarded metric
to summarize the overall performance of a virtual screening
campaign as a single number.57 While ROC AUC can be
formulated in alternate ways, it can mechanically be con-
structed by integrating under the ROC curve; and interpreted
as the fraction of the area under the ROC curve over the
area under the best possible ROC curve, which happens to
be 1. By analogy, in the case of our semilog ROC plot, we
can construct the same fraction of the area under the current
log curve over the area under the perfect log curve and define
that fraction as the LogAUC. The lone wrinkle is that the
area under the perfect log curve is, in general, infinite.
However, if we are practical and limit our focus to a region
of log space we can actually measure, say above a certain
threshold λ, then the perfect log area is finite in that region.

Formally, we define LogAUCλ, where the log area com-
putations run from λ to 1.0, and in this paper we refer to
LogAUC0.001 as simply LogAUC. For integrating the area
under the log curve we use an analytical formula derived by
log transforming an individual trapezoidal segment. The
y-intercept (b) of the line for a given trapezoidal segment is

LogAUCλ is then calculated as follows

From parallel reasoning based on semilog ROC plots,
Clark and Webster-Clark construct the pROC AUC metric,58

which is similar to the numerator of LogAUC except that
the area integration is over horizontal bars instead of vertical
trapezoids. The advantage of constructing LogAUC as a
fraction over the ideal area is that the choice of base for the
logarithm is irrelevant, because changing base simply results
in a constant that cancels between numerator and denomina-
tor. Also, by explicitly defining the area of interest using λ
and integrating vertically, we are able to avoid the singularity
at xi ) 0 encountered in pROC. More importantly the fixed
integration area means we can compare LogAUC values
across databases of different sizes and across targets with
different ratios of actives to inactives. While the recent
NSQ_AUC metric60 also recognizes the need to normalize
based on a perfect ROC curve, the multiplicative random
curve based rescaling makes the metric harder to rationalize.
In contrast LogAUCλ is simply the percentage of the total

area below a semilog ROC curve plotted from λ to 1, which
intuitively feels like linear AUC, except that it is derived
from the semilog plot. The random line on a semilog ROC
plot (dashed line, Figure 4) occupies only a sliver of the
total area, and indeed its LogAUC is just 14.5%. In order to
more easily see the performance above random enrichment,
we report the “adjusted LogAUC” as the LogAUC minus
this random LogAUC, so that positive values mean enrich-
ments better than random and the maximum enrichment
occurs at 85.5% adjusted LogAUC.

Charge Outliers. As noted previously,31 a substantial
problem of neglecting desolvation is that highly charged
molecules pollute the top hit lists of polar targets. Since the
revised DUD is property-matched on net charge, the enrich-
ment of a given target’s ligands versus its own decoys fails
to interrogate the ability of the desolvation penalty to penalize
these highly charged hit list polluters. To address this issue,
we pulled 500 random molecules from ZINC with each net
charge of -4, -3, -2, +2, +3, and +4 to create a charge
outlier database of 3000 molecules. We then compared the
enrichment of the ligands for each target against this
background database of random highly charged molecules,
to see how competitive these random charge outliers were
under the various scoring functions.

Pose Fidelity. To check how ligand desolvation affected
docked ligand poses, we investigated pose fidelity across the
114 protein-ligand complexes in the DOCK5 benchmark.61

The automated DOCKBlaster62 procedure was used to
prepare all calculations beginning with just the pdb code for
84 out of 114 targets, while the ligand three-letter ligand
identifier was needed to build 16 additional targets. For the
following targets manual intervention was needed, typically
to fix ligand or cofactor parameters: 1FLR, 1IMB, 1AOE,
4COX, 1ETT, 3CPA. The updated ligand flexibase building
procedure described above in the DUD Database Docking
section was used to generate input ligand databases, except
that Schrödinger’s Epik63 replaced Ligprep55 for protomer
and tautomer generation.

Model Binding Site Docking. To test enrichment perfor-
mance versus true experimental decoys, rather than the
presumed DUD decoys, we docked against two model cavity
sites where nonbinders have been experimentally confirmed.
The hydrophobic pocket introduced into T4 lysozyme by the
Leu99fAla substitution (L99A) accepts small apolar ligands.
Previously, 73 ligands and 64 experimental decoys have been
determined for this cavity.30,43,64-67 In contrast, the cavity
introduced into cytochrome c peroxidase by the Trp191fGly
substitution (W191G) accepts charged ligands. Previously,
61 ligands and 26 experimental decoys have been determined
for this charged cavity.30,49,68,69 We analyzed ROC curves
for the ligands against either the experimental decoys alone
or the experimental decoys seeded into a fragment-like subset
of ZINC filtered only by molecular weight (30-250).

RESULTS

Here we compare the performance of three ligand desol-
vation approximations: “none”, “full”, and “sev”. “None”
lacks any scoring penalty for ligand desolvation, serving as
a crude lower bound; while “full” uses the entire transfer
free energy from water to hexadecane as the ligand desol-
vation penalty, serving as an upper bound. Our ligand

bi ) yi+1 - xi+1(yi+1 - yi

xi+1 - xi
) (6)

logAUCλ )

∑
i

where xigλ (yi+1 - yi

loge 10 ) + bi(log10 xi+1 - log10 xi)

log10(1.0/λ)
(7)
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desolvation term takes the per-atom contributions from the
full desolvation penalty and scales them by the fractional
desolvation each ligand atom experiences in Generalized-
Born theory. The “sev” method computes fractional desol-
vation while further accounting for the solvent-excluded
volume (gap) that arises between a single ligand atom and
the receptor at close distances.

To check that the fractional desolvation implementation
is reasonable, we first looked at a low-dielectric slab,
infinite in the yz-plane, covering half of all space with
the dielectric boundary occurring at x ) 0 Å. Plotting the
fractional desolvation in this idealized system using just
the receptor’s molecular surface (ms) or the atomic SEV
method (sev) shows several key features (Figure 1C). The
fractional desolvation approaches zero far away from the
slab but approaches a value slightly less than 1 (0.92) deep
inside the slab. As complete desolvation can only be
achieved when buried in an infinite slab,70 the lower value
is due to cutting off the numerical integral at 10 Å (Figure
SI4B). When straddling the dielectric wall at x ) 0 Å,
the fractional desolvation is close to the envisioned one-
half (0.51). Also, the “ms” and “sev” results are identical
except for the region between 0 and 4 Å away from the

slab, where the solvent-excluded volume between ligand
and slab increases the fractional desolvation, as expected.

Next we used the 40 diverse protein targets in the DUD
benchmark47 to examine the overall virtual screening
performance of our context-dependent ligand desolvation
terms. DUD combines known ligands for each of the
targets with decoys designed to be a challenging test of
the predictive value added by docking. To remove en-
richment biases due to simple physical properties, the
decoys are property-matched to the ligands; and to ensure
they are not actual binders, the decoys are selected to be
topologically dissimilar from the ligands. Despite this
physical property matching, we found it necessary to
eliminate an additional property bias that is critical when
looking at ligand desolvation, that of net molecular charge.
When net charge was not property-matched, as in the
original DUD, the resulting enrichments were artificially
inflated for targets with highly charged ligands using no
ligand desolvation and conversely inflated for targets with
neutral ligands using full desolvation. We therefore
recalculated the DUD decoys, retaining the same ligands,
but adding net-charge as an additional matched property.
While only 15% of the original DUD decoys were charged,

Figure 3. DUD enrichment comparison: Comparison of adjusted LogAUC against DUD decoys over the 40 DUD targets. The docking
calculations are identical except that “none” contains no ligand desolvation term, “full” uses the full ligand transfer free energy from water
to organic solvent as the desolvation term, and “sev” uses context-dependent ligand desolvation while accounting for the local solvent-
excluded volume as a ligand atom approaches the receptor.
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around 40% of the new decoys are now charged, and the
entire charge distribution of the new decoys now matches
the ligands closely (Figure 2). This updated DUD database
is available free of charge at http://dud.docking.org.

With new DUD decoys in hand, we can compare the
virtual screening performance of the three different
approximations to ligand desolvation. After docking, we
compute ROC curves for the DUD ligands versus their

Figure 4. Selected DUD enrichment plots: Individual semilog ROC plots highlight the adaptability of “sev” context-dependent desolvation,
which properly tracks no desolvation in both panels A) cdk2 and B) fxa and properly tracks full desolvation in panel C) egfr. In the cases
where it does not track the best curve, it typically takes intermediate values as shown in panel D) inha. Early enrichment is often improved
the most, as shown in panels E) cox2 and F) dhfr.
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own decoys, using the adjusted LogAUC to summarize
the performance of each curve. LogAUC equally weights
the area under the curve in the decade between 0.1% and
1% with the other two decades with upper bounds of 10%
and 100%. This results in a metric with the attractive
features of AUC, but biased toward early enrichment, and
compares favorably to other early enrichment metrics (see
Methods).

The results for the no desolvation (“none”) and full
desolvation (“full”) are highly target dependent, whereas the
context dependent desolvation shows competitive enrichment
across most targets (Figure 3, Table 1). In one set of targets
(highlighted blue) where no desolvation outperforms full
desolvation, which typically have charged or open binding
sites, context-dependent ligand desolvation generally tracks
no desolvation. For instance in poly-ADP-ribose polymerase
with its very open binding pocket, no desolvation gives
30.5% adjusted LogAUC, outperforming full desolvation at

16.4%, but context-dependent “sev” solvation falls just
behind no desolvation at 28.2% adjusted LogAUC. In another
set of targets (highlighted green) where full desolvation
outperforms no desolvation, which typically have neutral or
enclosed binding sites, context-dependent ligand desolvation
adapts to track the better performing full desolvation. For
instance in HIV protease with its mostly enclosed binding
pocket, no desolvation performs worst at 5.4% adjusted
LogAUC, full desolvation performs better at 10.3%, while
“sev” performs best at 11.6%. While no and full desolvation
show considerable variation in enrichment from target-to-
target, often switching from best to worst, context-dependent
desolvation is more consistent across targets.

For some targets both no and full desolvation perform
similarly, while “sev” desolvation outperforms both (high-
lighted red). Other targets are uninformative, either due to
poor performance across the board (highlighted purple) or
due to similar performance regardless of the ligand desol-

Table 1. Enrichments against Matched Decoys over the 40 DUD Targets

a No desolvation performs much better than full. b Full desolvation performs better than none. c No and full desolvation are similar, but “sev”
outperforms both. d All desolvation models perform similarly. e All desolvation models perform poorly.
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vation method (highlighted black). Averaged over all 40
targets, full desolvation performs worst with an average of
10.9% adjusted LogAUC, while no desolvation averages a
much better 14.3% and the atomic solvent-excluded volume
method performs best with 15.0% adjusted LogAUC. We
also include a table with the comparison of adjusted LogAUC
to traditional AUC, plus ROC-based enrichment factors at
1 and 10% (Table SI1).

Context-dependent ligand desolvation tracks no desolva-
tion across the entire curve in those targets where no desol-
vation performs well (Figure 4), such as cyclin-dependent
kinase 2 (panel A) and factor Xa (B), and tracks full
desolvation across the entire curve in systems where it
performs well, such as epidermal growth factor receptor (C),
consistent with its ability to perform well in different receptor
contexts. While context-dependent desolvation does not
always match the best curve, it is usually able to at least
interpolate between no and full ligand desolvation, as
demonstrated in enoyl ACP reductase (D). In fact, context-
dependent desolvation is particularly adept at improving early
enrichment, as shown in cycloxygenase-2 (E) and dihydro-
folate reductase (F). Semilog ROC plots of all 40 targets
are also included (Figure SI3). We further analyzed how the
ranks of the ligands and decoys change upon switching from
no desolvation to “sev” desolvation (Figure SI5). For some

targets, the difference between ranking with and without
solvation correlates highly for ligands and decoys, while for
other targets there is so much scatter as to defy generalization.
However, where there is scatter in the effect on ligands this
is mirrored in the effect on decoys.

Looking at the screening performance against property-
matched decoys removes background database biases, al-
lowing us to truly compare ligand desolvation methods.
However, it fails to capture how they respond to extreme
molecules, of the sort one might find when running large
database screens. Ligand desolvation is particularly sensitive
to differences in net charge, so we constructed a set of charge
outliers having net charges from -4 to -2 and from +2 to
+4, choosing 500 molecules of each type randomly from
the ZINC database.48 We docked the charge outliers to the
40 DUD targets, computed ROC curves against the charge
outliers, and summarized them by their adjusted LogAUC
(Figure 5). In sharp contrast to the performance against DUD
decoys, where no desolvation performed competitively for
many targets, its performance against charge outliers is very
poor. Unfettered by a desolvation term, no desolvation often
enriches the highly charged molecules more than the an-
notated ligands because the electrostatic interaction energy
grows stronger as the ligands become more highly charged.
By the same token, full desolvation performs well against

Figure 5. Enrichment versus random charged outliers: Enrichment of the DUD ligands compared to a background of highly charged molecules
selected randomly from ZINC. The smaller the ligand desolvation penalty, “full” > “sev” > “none”, the less we discriminate against the
random charge outliers and thus get worse enrichments.
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charged outliers, much better than it does against DUD
decoys, because it overweights the ligand desolvation
penalty. Context-dependent desolvation significantly enriches
true ligands over these highly charged outliers, often tracking
the superior discriminatory power of full desolvation, without
overweighting the ligand desolvation penalty.

To examine how well the ligand desolvation approxima-
tions affect docked ligand pose, we used the 114 crystal-
structures in the DOCK5 benchmark. While we were able
to begin docking with all 114 structures, one target (1HSL)
consistently failed during sphere matching and was discarded.
The best scoring pose was below the usual threshold of 2 Å
rmsd in 61 (none), 61 (full), and 54 (sev) of the remaining
targets. In contrast, the gap from full desolvation to “sev”
in number of successful predictions at thresholds of 1.5 Å
and 2.5 Å is 1 and 4 targets instead of 7. In most targets the
poses are visually similar regardless of the ligand desolvation
approximation used (Figure 6). In the protein tyrosine
phosphatase 1B (PTP1B) structure 1PTV (panel A), all three
desolvation approximations lead to docked poses that closely
match the crystallographic pose. However, the phosphate
moiety remains singly protonated with “sev” and “full”
desolvation. In another PTB1B structure 1C83 (B) and the
acetyl cholinesterase structure 1ACJ (C), “sev” desolvation
torques polar groups to more exposed positions, causing the
crystallographic agreement to improve. In a few cases such
as 1PDZ (D), “sev” desolvation spins the molecule out of
alignment with the crystal pose. Overall, pose fidelity with
context-dependent ligand desolvation is similar to full or no
desolvation.

Though efforts are made during DUD decoy generation
to ensure they are topologically dissimilar from the ligands,
there is no guarantee that the decoys do not, in fact, bind.
To examine the screening performance against validated
decoys, we employed two artificial binding cavities, a small
hydrophobic pocket created in T4 lysozyme by the Leu99f
Ala substitution (L99A) and a charged binding pocket created
in cytochrome c peroxidase by the Trp191fGly substitution
(W191G). In the enclosed hydrophobic pocket of L99A, we

would expect full desolvation to be a good approximation
(Figure 7A), and indeed it gives the best LogAUC at 18.6%,
with “sev” tracking it at 15.5%, and no desolvation at -1.5%.
In the enclosed but charged pocket of W191G (Figure 7B),
“sev” and full desolvation tie for the best LogAUC at 48.8%,
with no desolvation lagging at 8.1% adjusted LogAUC.
Compared to the high enrichments we typically see against
larger databases,30,49 overall enrichment against these ex-
perimental decoys is poor; but note that these are especially
challenging decoys since most of them were experimentally
tested due to strong scores in earlier docking screens.

DISCUSSION

At first blush it may seem surprising that docking programs
ever discover new ligands for proteins, so many are the
approximations made by their scoring functions. That they
do so1-4 reflects, at least partly, a cancellation of errors
among approximations. Whenever a term is improved by
making it physically more correct it is easy to imagine that
the new model may perform worse than the old by upsetting
this prior cancellation of errors. Thus it is comforting that
in moving to a more realistic model of ligand desolvation
the results against the DUD benchmark do not deteriorate.
More convincingly, context-dependent desolvation confers
improved stability to target-by-target and ligand-by-ligand
variability. It is almost an aphorism in the field that different
docking methods are better suited to different targets, and
this behavior may be seen when comparing no and full
desolvation (Figure 3), where no desolvation often better
enriches targets with charged ligands and more open binding
sites such as DHFR, GART, and PARP, while full desol-
vation often better enriches targets with neutral ligands and
more enclosed binding sites such as EGFR, HIVPR, and P38.
In contrast, context-dependent desolvation, though still
varying in performance from target-to-target, always gives
either the best or second-best enrichments and does not
swing wildly from best to worst. Even though no desol-
vation outperforms full desolvation against matched decoys,
against charged outliers no desolvation performs only
marginally better than random. Conversely, full desolvation
has extraordinarily high enrichments against charged outliers,
while context-dependent desolvation approaches full desol-
vation in its ability to discriminate against them (Figure 5).
This stability to variations in ligand preferences and binding
site contexts reflects the better physical model in the context-
dependent ligand desolvation penalties.

Even with this improved stability, it would be comforting
if “sev” desolvation gave substantially better enrichment than
ignoring desolvation entirely; currently its overall improve-
ment is marginally significant but certainly not substantial.
Inspection of particular cases suggests that desolvation leads
to worse enrichments largely in targets that bind more
positive ligands. This made us wonder about the charge
distribution in these ligands, which had significant charge
localized on the hydrogen atoms. We therefore explored
using more reasonable radii for hydrogen and heavy atoms
in our desolvation calculations, moving from treating all
atoms as having a radius of 1.4 Å, to modeling hydrogens
as size 1.0 and all heavy atoms as 1.8 Å. Encouragingly,
enrichment improved substantially for the full DUD set,
especially against targets recognizing positively charged

Figure 6. Pose fidelity: Over most targets all three desolvation
methods give similar poses, as in A) 1PTV. Occasionally context-
dependent “sev” desolvation improved poses, as in B) 1C83 and
C) 1ACJ. For a few cases “sev” desolvation reduces pose fidelity,
as in D) 1PDZ. The carbon atoms are colored as follows: receptor
(white), crystallographic ligand (dark gray), no desolvation (blue),
full desolvation (green), “sev” desolvation (purple).
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ligands (Figure SI2). The largest improvements occurred, for
instance, in DHFR, INHA, and NEUA, whose ligands all
have key positively charged moieties. In overall enrichment,
the adjusted LogAUC gap between no desolvation, at 14.3%,
and “sev” desolvation, at 15.0%, widens from 0.7 to 1.5%
in the process of giving the hydrogen atoms their own
desolvation grid, resulting in an overall average enrichment
of 15.8 LogAUC. While this still leaves us with an overall
performance improvement that remains small, it is comfort-
ing that as we move to better physical models the perfor-
mance consistently improves without any fitting whatsoever.
This need not be the caseswe rely so heavily on cancellation
of errors in docking, that one might easily imagine models
that are physically more correct but that actually reduce
performance by our standard enrichment metrics. Further
improvement of our physical models, for instance by
including receptor terms in desolvation and internal energy
terms in the ligand, thus seems not only scholarly but also
pragmatic.

Three results in this study may interest the specialist. First,
we introduce a virtual screening metric, LogAUC, which
tackles the “early enrichment” problem by computing the
percentage of the ideal area that lies under the semilog
enrichment curve. LogAUC shares many desirable charac-
teristics with ROC AUC: as it is easily interpreted, robust,
and independent of similar extensive variables.57 Second,
we introduce the atomic solvent-excluded volume (sev)
method to deal with the often neglected low-dielectric region
that forms in the gaps between ligand and protein (Figure
1B). This still allows precalculation of fractional desolvation
while improving the desolvation penalty magnitude at no
computational cost during docking, with only a moderate
(∼30 min) precalculation cost per protein. Third, we provide
a revised version of the DUD database which corrects some
problems with the initial release, such as the inclusion of
“decoys” that were in fact ligands, and adds a sixth physical
property term against which to balance ligands and decoys
s net charge. We also provide the charged outlier sets, which
can be challenging for any method that does not consider
desolvation, explicitly or implicitly, and are meant to mimic
molecules one will encounter in a large unbiased library
screen, such as ZINC. The updated version of DUD is freely
available at http://dud.docking.org.

Certain caveats merit airing. We multiply the fractional
desolvation by the entire transfer free energy, and this is
formally correct only for the self-energy terms of polar

desolvation. Simple multiplication is just an approximation
for both the Coulombic term and nonpolar desolvation. We
additionally ignore the fractional desolvation due to the other
ligand atoms. Exact treatment of these desolvation terms is
possible, but as it would add substantially to the on-the-fly
cost, it may be better left to subsequent rescoring. Along
the same lines, we use atomic desolvation energies derived
from a single ligand conformation to represent all conforma-
tions docked. Although this is reasonable for many mol-
ecules, there will be others where the solvation energy
changes substantially from conformation-to-conformation.
Whereas the calculation and storage costs of atomic solvation
energies of every conformation of every ligand seemed
daunting enough to ignore for this study, this term can be
precalculated and so may merit further investigation. Finally,
it should be clear that we only consider ligand desolvation
here, and not its logical complement protein desolvation.
Doing so will undoubtedly affect docking performance
substantially, but this is a term that may be added without
affecting the calculated ligand solvation term.

Notwithstanding these caveats, an important result of this
work is the incorporation of a physically reasonable model
of ligand desolvation with negligible cost to docking run
time. Thus, the total time to screen 134,000 flexible
molecules of the new DUD set against all 40 targets was
2446 CPU hours without correcting for desolvation, while
the total time to prosecute this screen with “sev” desolvation
was 3862 CPU hours. The method thus incorporates critical
aspects of higher-level solvation theory, while maintaining
the speed advantages of docking. This is achieved by
precalculating most terms before docking, and as such this
method should be applicable to any physics-based docking
approach.
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for hydrogen and heavy atoms. In Figure SI3, we give all

Figure 7. ROC for experimental decoys in model binding sites. ROC curves of known ligands versus experimental decoys for A) the small
hydrophopic cavity of L99A T4 lysozyme and B) the negatively charged cavity in W191G cytochrome c peroxidase.
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40 ROC plots against property-matched DUD decoys. In
Figure SI4, we show the effect of changing the grid spacing
and integration cutoff. In Figure SI5, we compare the ligand
and decoys ranks as “sev” desolvation is turned off or on.
In Figure SI6, we estimate the error in the self-energy term
due to neglecting the ligand component of fractional desol-
vation. This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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